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Message from the President
This Newsletter - the rst of the new millennium - bears

our new logo, whi h is more legible and better adapted
for posters and letterheads. It was designed by Leigh
Edwards, from ESTEC, whom I thank again for her ollaboration, as well as all those of you who sent us their
proposal.
This is my last message as president of our so iety, and I
shall use this opportunity to look ba k on the past four
years. There have been many a hievements we an be
proud of. Our JENAMs draw an in reasing attendan e,
and most of their parallel sessions have now rea hed the
level of genuine international olloquia. We owe this in
great part to the dedi ation of the lo al organising ommittees, but also to the in reasing involvement of EAS
in the s ienti organisation. Thanks to Mary Kontizas, the Newsletter has grown better and more e le ti ,
as attested by the present issue. Mi hel Dennefeld has
shaped our Website in a pre ious tool, with its on-line
dire tory, its many links and the possibility it o ers for
hosting forums. It is omplemented by the periodi emailing, whi h is highly appre iated by most of you.
What has been less satisfa tory is our membership,
whi h stagnates at the level of about 1,500, in spite of
a re ruiting ampaign we laun hed a year ago. At least
these members are paying their fees, thanks to the vigorous a tion of our treasurer Birgitta Nordstrom, and
this was not always the ase in the past. The optimists
may all that onsolidation, but we an do better. And
we should, if we want our so iety of in rease its impa t
and in uen e.
Whi h brings me to the role that our so iety should play
in the astronomi al ommunity of Europe. The goal
that our onstitution assigns to EAS is to promote European astronomy by all possible means. We are learly
doing that by the a tivities mentioned above. But our
Coun il felt that we should be more ambitious, and that
EAS should take part in the strategi planning of European astronomy, mu h as is done the United States.

At our meeting in 1997 in Thessaloniki, we de ided to
explore that possibility. Assisted by Frangoise Praderie
(founding member of EAS and general se retary of Euros ien e), I had many onta ts, notably with ESO,
with ESA, with the European S ien e Foundation. ESA
was the most relu tant, and understandably so, sin e
strategi planning plays an essential role in this organisation, and is a omplished in-house by its own ommittees. ESF found the idea quite interesting, but insisted
that it should be done under its auspi es. ESO was the
most open to su h an initiative, and was willing to support it, mainly be ause it ould express broad support
from the ommunity for some major proje t(s) whi h
needed the approval from the governments of member
ountries.

Jean-Paul Zahn

Editorial
For the new millennium EAS is starting with new logo.
The winner of the logo ompetition is Leigh Edwards
from ESTEC, whom we ongratulate and thank sinerely. The Newsletter's rst page appearan e has
therefore hanged and I hope you like it. As it is progressively evident this is no longer a Newsletter litteraly.
The ele troni ones are faster and more eÆ ient to this
extent. However this edition an serve as a dis ussion
forum on ertain issues ea h time and arti les from lo al
So ieties with general interest to all (European heritage,
ex hange of ideas, strategy).

I ould only on lude that the situation was not ripe.
But let us examine how this is dealt with in the United
States. The National Resear h Coun il appoints every
10 years a survey ommittee, to whi h it gives mandate
for su h planning, with NSF, NASA, et . providing the
ne essary support. The Ameri an Astronomi al So iety
ontributes by organising forums on sele ted subje ts,
to asso iate more widely the ommunity in the planning. This is a role that EAS is not only able, but most
willing to play, should su h a planning be laun hed in
Europe, by one of its ruling bodies. But I hardly see
how we, EAS, ould take the initiative, without any
mandate.

Under these new ir umstan es of highely ompetitive
environment and fast ex hange of information, I asked
Cristian Boily to write an arti le on the existing free-ofharge Newsletters in astronomy. I believe this spe ial
report has ome out very interesting and informative
not only for reviewing the situation and giving relevant addresses but also for adding useful statisti s and
thoughts. I would very mu h like other olleagues' opinion on this subje t.
The other general dis ussion we opened is the intera tion of astronomy with other s ien es. Chemistry and
Geology and their impa t with astronomy are very well
presented by Moni a Grady, whereas Ni holas Spyrou
has written very interesting views on the environmental
role of Astronomy.

Does it mean that nothing will be done until long? I
am not that pessimisti . In the meanwhile, the European Community implemented a number of Infrastru ture Cooperation Networks, of whi h two on ern us,
namely OPTICON and its ounterpart in radioastronomy. I onsider this as a promising start of European
ooperation in the domains whi h are not overed by our
two major organisations, ESA and ESO. Our so iety has
a representative in these ICN, who among other has the
mission to make sure that astronomers of all European
ountries have a ess to these infrastru tures, not only
those from the member ountries. This is admittedly a
small step, but all of us who are sitting in the various
ommittees whi h plan the future of European astronomy should a t likewise as militant members of EAS:
being aware that these bodies represent only part of
Europe, they should foster the interests of all European
astronomers.

The South-East bran h of EAS has re ently started an
initiative in order to keep up astronomy alive at this
part of Europe after the diÆ ulties they fa e for the
last 15 years or so. They already had a rst meeting.
Good lu k! I hope more astronomers are interested in
helping su h initiatives with ideas and/or volunteering
work.
A new feature of this issue is the presentation of new
books. So three book reviews are presented here.
I remind you all, the most important a tivity of EAS the
JENAMs. In our last page you nd dates and addresses
useful for all members who like to attend and seek information. I wish to EAS and our German olleagues a
very su essful meeting in Muni h next September.

I look forward to meet you in Muni h, where
our JENAM, o-organised with the Astronomis he
Gesells haft from September 10 to 15, will be dedi ated
to the "Five days of reation".

Finally I would like to let you know about the new
EAS oÆ ers. The nomination ommittee headed by
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P. Murdin has proposed the following new oÆ ers whi h
are a epted to serve from next September:

only.

For President
Prof. Harvey But her, Netherlands (radio astron-

Solar News (S.Walton) 1988{, bi-weekly

For Coun il members
Prof. Cesare Chiosi, Italy, (stellar evolution)
Dr. Mi hel Dennefeld, Fran e, (exragala ti astron-

(B.Reipurth) 1992{, monthly (Y)

http://helios.tu .noao.edu/SolarNews/

The Star Formation Newsletter

omy)

http:// asa. olorado.edu/reipurth/newsletter.htm

Chemi ally Pe uliar Red Giant Stars

(S.Yorka) 1992, twi e-yearly

www-astronomy.mps.ohio-state.edu/wing/prgnews.html/

omy)

Dr. Oddbjorn Engvold, Norway, (solar physi s)

The Hot Star Newsletter

(P.Eenens) 1994{, monthly, (Y)

http://www.astro.ugyo.mx/eenens/hot/index.html

Mary Kontizas

The Be Star Newsletter

(G.Peters,D.Gies& D.M David),1994{,twi e yearly(Y)

http://www.limber.org/benews/

A Pe uliar Newsletter

Spe ial Report

(P. North), 1995{, twi e-yearly (Y)

http://obswww.unige. h/ north/APN/Wel ome.html)

Newsletters in Astronomy

The Cool News ( ool stars and sun)

(S. Skinner) 1995{, monthly (Y)
http:// asa. olorado.edu/skinners/ oolnews.html

Bulletins or newsletters ertainly date ba k to the foundation of astronomi al so ieties, or indeed s ienti soieties. The idea of a ommunique distributed periodially to so iety members omes naturally as a means to
disseminate results and information, to keep members
informed and up-to-date. Examples in astronomy inludes this (EAS) one of ourse, but also just about every single so iety that omes to mind: the Astronomishe Gesells haft (or AG, Germany), the Astronomi al
So iety of the Pa i (USA), and so on. In ertain ases,
so ieties also publish omptes-rendus or resear h summaries, su h as the Mitteilungen: Jahresberi hte Astronomis her Institute, in the ase of the AG.

The Standard Star Newsletter

(R. Gray) 1995{, twi e-yearly (Y)
http://stellar.phys.appstate.edu/ssn
The Magellani

Clouds Newsletter

(E.K.Grebel & Y.-H.Chu) 1995{, monthly (Y)
http://www.astro.uiu .edu/proje ts/m news/MCNews.html
Barred And Ringed Spirals

(J.Knapen) 1996-1997, bi-monthly
http://www.ia .es/proye t/bars/News.html
The Radio Pulsar Newsletter

(S. Johnston) 1996{1998, monthly (Y)
http://physi s.usyd.edu.au/r fta/psrnews/psrnews.html
The Gala ti

Center Newsletter

(A.Cotera, H.Fal ke & S.Marko ) 1996{, quarterly (Y)
http://www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/g news

However sin e the advent of the World Wide Web
(WWW) traditional routes for publishing are shortir uited, to a ertain extent, by on-line ompilations
su h as preprint servers (e.g. Los Alamos, Sissa) and
newsletters normally devoted to spe i
elds of resear h. The information high-way has allowed, not
merely to rehash what was being distributed already
on paper, but to extend the s ope of newsletters with
added exibility. In what follows I present a brief survey of ele troni newsletters that exist at the present
time in astronomy. I on entrate on those operated by
individuals (with one ex eption), and not so ieties: the
list would be unmanageable otherwise. 1 I will dis uss
the impa t of those based on their development over
the past de ade. I volunteer some personal views in the
losing se tion, leaning heavily on my (relatively re ent)
experien e with the newsletter SCYON.

A tive Galaxies Newsletter

(M.Redman) 1996{, monthly (Y)
http://www.ast.man.a .uk/ mpr/agn/
White Dwarfs Newsletter

(S.Jordan) 1998-1999, quarterly (Y)
http://saturn.astrophysik.uni-kiel.de/wdnews/
Distant EKOs The Kuiper Belt Ele troni Newsletter
(J.Parker) 1998{, bi-monthly (Y)
http://www.boulder.swri.edu/ekonews/
Dwarf Tales (dwarf galaxies)

(E.Brinks & E.K.Grebel) 1998{, bi-monthly (Y)
http://www.astro.ugto.mx/dwarfs/
Star Cluster Newsletter SCYON

(C.Boily,P.Kroupa&J.-C.Mermilliod), 2000{,bi-monthly (Y)
http://www.rzuser.uni-heidelberg.de/s17/s yon/
The GRAPE Newsletter

(P.Hut & J.Makino) 2000{, quarterly
http://www.astrogrape.org
In the list I give the newsletter's name, the editor(s), the
date it rst appeared, how frequently it appears, and its url.

The list I present below is partial and follows from my
own s an of the WWW. It is meant to be indi ative

1 Several links will be found at url http:// dsweb.u-strasbg.fr/astroweb/.
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Those a epting abstra ts of resear h papers are marked
with (Y). All gures ited were obtained on-line. Pra ti ally all 18 newsletters listed here were born with the
WWW, most a ept resear h abstra ts submissions and
over varied topi s su h as job opportunities, databases,
onferen es, and the likes. 2 Their great advantage over
older newsletters is their immediate availability through the
web. Hen e it is somewhat of a paradox that most of them,
as I understand, maintain a distribution list, so that new
issues are sent out by email as well as being posted on the
web. Sin e email predates the WWW, one an imagine that
the number of su h mailing lists may at some point have
been rather large, though their ontents presumably never
as a essible as they are today. I ould fan y email postings are inherited from work-habits developed earlier in the
ele troni age, hard to shake o . However it is more likely
a key asset of newsletter publishing, an integral part of it,
one on whi h astronomers tend to rely, namely that the
information is delivered to their pigeonhole - free of harge.
There is of ourse no `membership' (and fees) atta hed to
any newsletters or mailing list, and hen e it is remarkable
that they should mushroom spontaneously. In the ase of
astronomi al so ieties, this a tivity is well or hestrated, and
may or may not re e t the avour of topi al resear h in spei
elds. In ontrast WWW Newsletters ome alive and
die without fanfare, a ording to popular demand or hanging ir umstan es. This brings up the important issue of
management of newsletters, to whi h I return in the last
se tion.

As the number of newsletters is still on the in rease, this
indi ates that we have not rea hed saturation levels yet (see
Fig.1). What fra tion of the astronomy ommunity will
ultimately make use of them is another matter. Putting
the question dire tly to the interested party is the simplest
way to nd out: in the ase of the Star Cluster newsletter
SCYON, we (myself, P.Kroupa, and J.-C.Mermilliod) found
that of the original mailing list of 1924 astronomers and
15 institutions, 609 replied positively to the rst announ ement of the letter and wished to re eive more information, or
31.6% of those onta ted. The original list in luded parti ipants to two international meetings on star lusters, as well
as members of the AAS (563 entries), the IAU's Commission 37 members, members of ESO (441 entries), and more.
We sent out the noti ation to all addresses, irrespe tive of
the re ipients' eld of interest in an e ort to broaden the
readership as mu h as possible. In the end, only 17 out of
391 (4.3%) addresses not ommon to onferen es and Commission 37 listings wished to be added to the SCYON list.
This shows rather learly that astronomers are timid to venture out of their eld of interests, at least with regards to
newsletters. The real impa t of this ` ross-fertilisation' is
hard to assess however : a PhD adviser or librarian may
well subs ribe to one or several newsletters and distribute
them within the group or institute, by email or in paper,
so that the one-to-one relation subs riber/reader is lost. By
ri o het, the existen e of a newsletter devoted to a eld is
an indi ation of a tivity in this eld of work only, and ultimately it is the volume of resear h notes ir ulating that
must prove the better yardsti k.

Readership sizes up the impa t of a newsletter. This is a tually diÆ ult to quantify, given the nature of the WWW
and the diversity of newsletter formats. What is more, the
frequen y of publi ation varies from one letter to the other,
from bi-weekly to twi e-yearly. However one may presume
that astronomers who re eive a letter by email will read
it. Five newsletters: the Star Formation, Hot Stars, Gala ti Centre, Magellani Clouds and Star Cluster newsletters,
ommuni ated to me the number of subs ribers to their mailing lists. The ombined gures make a total of 868 + 400
+ 301 + 444 + 609 = 2622 email re ipients. This gure
betters the membership of the EAS (as of 1999), but it is an
upper-limit only sin e I ould not verify multiple subs riptions. If the remaining fourteen had omparable, mutually
ex lusive mailing lists, we would easily rea h a readership
on the order of a few thousands. In other words, newsletters
already rea h an appre iable number of astronomers. There
is however mu h room for improvement. In its last edition,
overing the rst half of the year 2000, the Astronomy & Astrophysi s Abstra ts (Vol. 73A) lists 17,024 author names
for some 12,000 abstra ts. If we equate, loosely, the number
of authors to the number of readers in ir ulation, and extend the statisti s of the ve newsletters mentioned above,
to all eighteen, we obtain 2622 x 18/5 = 9439 authors or
readers, well short of the numbers ompiled by A&AA.

To quantify this would require statisti s of ea h newsletter.
I have not found systemati ompilations of the ontents of
newsletters, so my analysis su ers. Of all the newsletters,
the Star Formation (100 issues) and the Magellani Clouds
(51 issues) newsletters o er baselines long enough to seek
out trends. Both are monthly instalments. I am interested
in the number of resear h abstra ts per issue. To do this I
divided all issues of the SFN into two groups of 50 in hronologi al order, then inspe ted 1 in 10 issue in ea h group, for
a total of 20 issues. For the rst ten of those ( overing the
period 1992-1996), I ompiled the number of abstra ts submitted: numbers varied between 14 and 25, with a mean of
20.6 (varian e 3.0). For the se ond group (1997- ), I found
the number of abstra ts ranging from 20 to 39, with mean
value 29.2 (varian e 7.2). The Magellani Clouds Newsletter for the same period averaged 624/53 = 11.8 (varian e
3.3) abstra ts per issue. To these gures I would add the
statisti s of the Gala ti Centre Newsletter (1996- ): 242
abstra ts for 12 issues, and the SCYON: 52 abstra ts for 2
issues. It is lear that omparisons between newsletters are
dubious as they are not issued equally frequently. Certainly
the interest in a newsletter is more than passing as testi es
for instan e the data for the SFN, whi h has been running
for 9 years and if anything has in reased its volume over the
years.

2 Note that two, the Pe uliar Newsletter and the Be Star newsletters were a tually founded in the seventies (Pe uliar) and in 1980
(Be Star), when they were mailed out to subs riber; I have given the dates of their transmutation to the web.
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All being said a typi al newsletter issue will ontain some 20
abstra ts. The point I am driving at is this: if all newsletters were published monthly, whi h is not the ase, I would
ount 12 x 20 abstra ts x 18 newsletters = 4320 resear h abstra ts per year (both from refereed and non-refereed work).
There is a fa tor six di eren e between this and the numbers
ited in A&AA (Vol. 73A) extended to a full year. There
is, therefore, a wide gap between the number of abstra ts
distributed, and published work. This gap is lled, at least
partially, by preprint servers su h as the Los Alamos or Sissa
servers, the ADS and, until now, ompletely by the A&AA
series. In fa t, the Sissa ar hives re eive nearly 30 ontributions daily, a ounting for half of the A&AA ensus, though
not so mu h in its s ope, sin e the Sissa bibliographi data is
in omplete. One ould hallenge these gures by point out
that the overage of a parti ular eld by a given newsletter
is mu h more omplete than transpires, i.e. that the sum of
all 18 newsletters I listed do not add up to the same range of
topi s overed by AA&A, and so I am being unfair. Instead
suppose I ount one newsletter per eld. I then require 106
newsletters to over the 106 entry odes of AA&A, or a
fa tor 106/18 = 5.889  6 times more newsletters, pre isely
the inverse fra tion I dedu ed above. This is a oin iden e,
surely, but it is telling of the level of overage individual
letters a hieve in their respe tive eld. Bo Reipurth (SFN)
and Heino Fal ke (GCN) both report from their own s an
of preprint databases a ompleteness of around 75% of resear h abstra ts. Newsletters o er a near- omplete overage
of a eld, yet there is room for many more of them if all
bits of resear h are to be disseminated, in all elds of work.
Put in this perspe tive, we would be right to ask whether
preprint servers threaten the long-term survival of newsletters: is there a danger that they be ome redundant for being
too small, too few? Or for la k of support from institutions?

Where I an see a (possible) problem is that in both instan es, ar hiving/servers and newsletters, the authors have
to do the work of submitting their ontributions. They
should ll out forms and format their data/arti les, in di erent ways if they want to rea h a large audien e through several databases or newsletters. Not surprisingly this will disourage many from forwarding their ontributions to more
than one pla e, and the ar hive will, I an imagine, ome
as the rst hoi e. The basi appeal of newsletters should
be their reliability, both in overage and in door-step delivery. The a tive role taken by the newsletter sendouts means
that the reader an spare his attention for other a tivities,
rather than keeping wat h for new announ ements. Furthermore, email sendings to the readers also saves download
time, whi h an be slow a ording to the demands on a parti ular server, again emphasising the e e tiveness of email
distributions.
So how an newsletters strengthen their position? A possible future development might be for data ar hive sites to
forward resear h abstra ts to relevant newsletters registered
with them. This would save the authors from dupli ating
his/her work, and assure greater overage of the eld. The
newsletter, rather than being simply the messenger of forthoming arti les and other news, would then be ome a permanent, spe ialised link between the reader and the subje t
of his/her interest. Links from say an obje t in databases
su h as the CDS (Strasbourg) or Webda (Lausanne), to an
abstra t or a onferen e announ ement, ould be tailored
to the main theme behind the newsletter. Coordination between servers and newsletters would be of great help here.
Commission 5 of the IAU has setup a task group (2000,
led by Mi helle Storey) to look into ele troni publi ations,
among other things: goal number 3 of the C5-group is to
` nd te hniques to maximise the usefulness of ele troni a ess to resear h results'. I believe hyperlinks between topi s
and integration to a database are part of the answer. This
is the dire tion we have taken with SCYON, and hopefully
more development will take pla e as we go along.

What aims, whi h future?

At rst I was tempted to see in a bad light the long-term
future of newsletters. After all, preprint servers hannel a
good fra tion of resear h abstra ts and papers already, and
WWW newsletters may seem to over only spe i areas of
astronomy.

The large gap between pre-publi ation abstra ts listings and
data ar hives suggests that newsletter servi es should ontinue to develop for the foreseeable future. It must be
pointed out though that 4 of the newsletters I listed have
died out after only a few seasons. Without seeking a pre ise
reason for this, I note that ontinued su ess with newsletter listings demands e orts and mu h ommitment: this is
not a `one o ' thing. Newsletters, rather like newspapers,
require ontinued development and attention, a task made
more diÆ ult when the promoters are on short-term positions, for example. Support omes from authors and editors
generally, but also from hosts institutions, in the form of
shared hardware. It would be worth remembering that no
newsletter, as far as I an assess, has a devoted host omputer or even hard dis , when se ond rate ma hines would
suÆ e amply, a point that highlights their pre arious status
until now.

But newsletters are more than a list of preprint abstra ts.
They over a sele tion of news items tailored to a spe i
group. Newsletters are a de ant of paper Abstra ts, with
extras not found at ar hiving nodes: resear h features that
appear in newsletters may now be found listed on the ADS; it
is also a tool for onferen e announ ements, meetings, jobs,
and the su h, always adapting (in s ope, format) to the need
of the readers. This aspe t of WWW newsletter publishing
should appeal to new omers, students in parti ular, who will
develop new habits of work, by subs ribing to newsletters
and ontributing to them, just like email me hani s was instantly adopted when it appeared. Indeed this appears to
be happening already with the Star Formation Newsletter:
Bo Reipurth mentions that not only is SFN readership on
the up, but the new subs ribers seem to be mainly students.
This is ertainly en ouraging for all newsletters.
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A ess to omplete bibliographies and information is essential for ontinued progress. As the burden of publi ation
rest rather heavily on the shoulders of the authors, dissemination of results should be eased as mu h as possible. This
is one of the main obje tives of WWW newsletters. This
year sees a hange of guard, as the A&AA series omes to an
end. In future ADS, ARIBIB and possibly other servers will
assume the ompilation of published material. It remains
to be seen what impa t this will have on patterns of publi ations and itations. Hopefully newsletters will ontinue
to be a tive agents for the dissemination of s ienti data,
linking resear h summaries to other s ienti a tivities.

three elds meet is in meteoriti s, the study of meteorites.
Some of the most fruitful and valuable ollaborations over
the past few years have been between astronomers and astrophysi ists, hemists, geologists and geo hemists, where
ea h dis ipline ontributes to, and enhan es the others.
Meteoriti ists have used geologi al prin iples to infer physial onditions (e.g., pressure, temperature, oxygen fuga ity)
and ompositional variations (e.g., mineralogy, major, minor, tra e element and isotopi hemistry) in the dust from
whi h the Solar System formed. They have drawn on the
skills, experien e and instrumental expertise of hemists to
perform pre ise and a urate measurements, at high spatial resolution, of the elemental and isotopi omposition of
sub-mi ron-sized grains. Results from the study of meteorites provides a solid basis ("ground truth") for verifying
observational predi tions made by astronomers and testing
the theoreti al models of star formation and evolution onstru ted by astrophysi ists.

- It is a pleasure to thank all newsletter editors for email ex hanges and help. Bo Reipurth and
Heino Fal ke o ered detailed omments whi h for ed me to
rethink the rst version of this essay. E.Brinks, E.Grebel,
P.North and R.Wielen pointed out errors in that version.
All are thanked warmly.

A knowledgements

Meteorites:

So why are meteorites so invaluable for study by astronomers, hemists and geologists? The last de ade has
seen a greater understanding of the pro esses that led to
the formation of the Sun and Solar System. Advan es have
resulted from astronomi al observations of star formation
regions in mole ular louds, the re ognition and observation of protoplanetary disks and planetary systems around
other stars, and also from re nement of hronologies based
on short-lived radionu lides. Meteorites are the only physial obje ts that an be analysed dire tly in the laboratory,
hen e they are an unparalleled resour e for Solar System,
and Gala ti , exploration. Asteroids are the building blo ks
remaining from the era of planet formation; meteorites are
fragments broken from asteroids during ollisions, eje ted
from the asteroid belt, and pi ked up by the Earth as they
fall inwards to the Sun. Meteorites are pie es of ro k and
metal with a ompositional variation that spans a whole
range of planetary materials, from ompletely unmelted and
unfra tionated stony hondrites to highly fra tionated and
di erentiated iron meteorites. These materials, and the
omponents within them arry re ords of all stages of Solar System history.
Study of meteorites allows a more omplete understanding of
the pro esses undergone by the material that resulted in the
Earth of today. The most signi ant meteorites, for early
Solar System hronology, are the hondrites, the most primitive of all meteorites, having experien ed only mild thermal
or hydrothermal metamorphism sin e a retion into parentbodies. Chondrites mark the hange that took pla e between simple aggregates of interstellar dust and their a umulation into parent bodies as a protoplanetary disk formed
and then evolved into the Solar System. The presen e of
the de ay produ ts of short-lived radionu lides within omponents in hondriti meteorites provides a hronology for
the formation of the earliest solid materials within the nebula. Primary mineral assemblages in hondrites tra e the
heterogeneity of the solar nebula, whilst se ondary minerals reveal the extent of hydrous and thermal alteration on
the parents. Chondrites ontain a minor omponent of 'ex-

Christian Boily

Interdis iplinary Views
The Impa t of Chemistry and Geology
on Astronomy

Introdu tion:

Take a traditional view of three s ientists:
hemist is often portrayed as a white- oated boÆn in
front of a ben h of glassware. Depending on how mu h inuen e Hollywood has had over the image, the glassware
might be full of di erent oloured liquids, some of whi h are
bubbling and steaming.
A geologist, omplete with woolly so ks and sandals, hammer in hand, strides a ross a ro ky out rop, ompass and
hand lens at the ready to survey the strata.
An astronomer, alone in a draught observatory, one eye
xed to a teles ope, waits for a omet or a supernova to
brighten the darkness.
Do these gures have any bearing in reality? At some basi
level, they do: a hemist is based in a laboratory; eldwork
is vital for geologists, and astronomers observe the sky. Super ially, then, it seems that the dis iplines of astronomy,
hemistry and geology have little in ommon. But they are
more related than these bald outlines at rst might suggest. Astronomy is the study of stars, galaxies and the
universe. Observations are made, and interpreted on the
basis of theoreti al models. Astronomy is a s ien e of vast
distan es and enormous time periods: light years separate
the stars, and billions of years are needed for the evolution
of stars and galaxies. In ontrast to astronomy, geology is
literally a down-to-earth study, although, like astronomy, geology deals with evolution over billions of years. Chemists
are laboratory-based analysts, needing physi al materials on
whi h to make their investigations. The area where these
A
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oti ' grains, in luding sub-mi ron-sized diamonds, graphite
and sili on arbide. Isotopi analysis shows that these grains
originate from stars other than our own, having been formed
in supernovae and red giants. Study of these grains helps us
to understand the gala ti neighbourhood in whi h the Sun
evolved. Melted meteorites re ord the extent, timing and
duration of heating and subsequent magmati a tivity on
their parents, indi ating the short times ale on whi h parent bodies aggregated, then melted and di erentiated. Iron
and stony-iron meteorites a t as markers for iron-sili ate segregation and ore formation.
Past, and future spa e missions to omets, asteroids and
Mars rely on measurements from meteorites to aid in interpretation of returned data. Although there are many examples that I ould have sele ted, I will fo us on two parti ular subje t areas within the eld of meteoriti s that have
bene ted from ollaboration between s ientists of di erent
dis iplines. The rst is the study of interstellar dust grains,
whilst the se ond is the newly-re ognised s ien e of astrobiology.

teorites, and the grains separated from them, to help with
interpretation of remotely-a quired data. Dire t measurement of the isotopi omposition of the several populations
of interstellar grains isolated from meteorites, and the gases
trapped within them, are enabling astrophysi ists to model
more a urately stellar evolutionary sequen es, and to onrm (or refute) predi tions made from these models. It
is hoped that ontinued study of pre-solar grains with a
new generation of instrumentation will allow both relative
and absolute hronologies to be onstru ted for the di erent grain populations, leading to models for the history and
evolution of our gala ti neighbourhood.
Astrobiology

Astrobiology (or exobiology, or osmobiology) is the study of
the origin, evolution and distribution of life in the Solar System and beyond. It is an old subje t (humanity has always
wondered about its origins) that has re eived fresh impetus from results from re ent spa e missions, oupled with a
better understanding of the origin of life on Earth. Astrobiology is a dis ipline that has embra ed a broad range of
subje ts, from Astronomy to Zoology, via, amongst others,
Biology, Chemistry, Geology and Philosophy. Meteoriti s
o ers several ri h strands of material for resear h towards
understanding the origin of life on Earth and the sear h for
life in the Solar System. Spe i examples of the meteoriti s
input to astrobiology are in (i) the study of organi mole ules
in primitive hondrites and (ii) the study of meteorites from
Mars.

Interstellar Dust Grains

Dust is a major omponent of interplanetary and interstellar
spa e. Based on data from ground-based teles opes (e.g.,
UKIRT in Hawai'i) and spa e-based observatories (e.g.,
ISO), astronomers have learned mu h about the omposition, size, shape and distribution of dust - but until interstellar grains were identi ed in meteorites, had no dire t
hemi al or mineralogi al analyses of the dust. The grains
omprise several populations of nanometre-sized diamond
and mi ron-sized sili on arbide, graphite and aluminium
oxide, and are a volumetri ally insigni ant, but s ientifi ally riti al omponent within hondrites. The presen e
of the grains was rst inferred on the basis of the unusual
isotopi omposition of noble gases released from the meteorites. Together with noble gas data, arbon, nitrogen
and sili on isotopi measurements suggest to a variety of
extra-solar sour es for the grains in luding supernovae and
red giant stars. Over the past 20 or so years, in reasingly
sophisti ated instrumentation, su h as the ion mi roprobe
and the analyti al transmission ele tron mi ros ope, have
revealed di erent generations of interstellar grains, in luding grains within grains.
Astrophysi ists have been able to onstru t, then ne-tune,
models of stellar evolution on the basis of the ombined isotopi data resulting from analysis of the grains. Currently,
grains from at least 15 di erent extra-solar sour es have been
isolated from hondriti meteorites. These grains were presumably introdu ed into the pre-solar nebula prior to its
ollapse and the onset of proto-planet formation. The presen e of su h a variety of grains indi ates that the Sun did not
form in isolation, but was part of a busy neighbourhood in
whi h AGB stars, supernovae, novae and planetary nebula
o-existed. When oupled with astronomi al observations
of interstellar and ir umstellar dust louds, meteorite data
are enabling astronomers to model star and protoplanetary
disk formation pro esses. Astronomers studying interstellar and ir umstellar dust by both ground- and spa e-based
te hniques are turning more frequently to results from me-

(i) Organi

ompounds in meteorites:

Life is assumed to have arisen on the Earth from a potpourri of simple mole ules (in luding CO, NH3, CH4, et .)
that, in the presen e of an energy sour e, ombined to form
more omplex mole ules. Although the Earth formed with
its own omplement of volatiles, mu h of these would have
been lost by degassing during the earliest era of planetary
formation, when the surfa e of the Earth was molten as a
result of heavy bombardment by asteroids and omets. As
the bombardment de reased in intensity, the Earth ooled
and volatile spe ies arried by the impa tors are assumed
to have a reted to the Earth. Meteoriti input appears to
have been signi ant in providing at least a omponent, if
not most, of the starting materials ne essary for life to have
arisen.
The Earth is onstantly bombarded by extraterrestrial material, ranging from mi ron- to metre-sized bodies. The total
annual ux of su h material is estimated at approximately
1010g, of whi h over 90% omes from parti les less than 1
mm in size, and known as osmi dust, mi rometeorites or
interplanetary dust parti les (IDPs). Cosmi dust is thought
predominantly to arise from ollisional debris in the asteroid belt, or from dust eje ted by omets during perihelion
passage. The most volatile-ri h impa tors of the early Earth
were omets. The i y and volatile-ri h nature of omets implies that they have not been heated or melted sin e their
formation during the nal stages of Solar System aggregation. Comets a reted from unaltered dust and i es, ri h
in organi ompounds, sweeping up matter at the fringe of
the protoplanetary disk. Comets are samples of the most
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primordial material available for study, and are reservoirs of
interstellar and interplanetary dust and i e. If omets played
a vital role in the development of life on Earth, they ould
also have have been instrumental in the development of life
on other bodies in the Solar System. Organi ompounds
from interstellar spa e ame to the Earth either dire tly by
asteroidal and ometary bombardment, or indire tly as osmi dust, either way bringing the building blo ks of life to
the Earth; the same me hanism presumably imparted similar materials to Mars, and other potential Solar System
harbours for life.

problems within their own. Thus, e.g., astronomers need
organi hemists to understand fully rea tions between interstellar mole ules; geo hemists rely on astrophysi ists to
model, and astronomers to observe, stellar evolution, to enable understanding of unusual and exoti grains isolated
from meteorites. Over the past two de ades, the synergy
between s ientists involved in inter-dis iplinary studies has
led to more rapid breakthroughs in the understanding of
some of the problems on erning the origin and evolution of
the Sun and Solar System. It is anti ipated that advan es in
instrumentation, both ground-based (e.g., the Nanosims ion
mi roprobe, the Gemini teles opes) and spa e-based (e.g.,
NGST, SIRTF, Mars Express) will allow su h fruitful ollaborations to ontinue.

(ii) Meteorites from Mars:

Mars has long been re ognised as a planet with, at past
times in its history, a range of surfa e onditions ompatible
with the origin and evolution of life. There have been several su essful spa e missions to Mars, results from whi h
have aided in a better understanding of the magmati and
uvial history of the planet. In addition to remote missions, mu h has also been learned from the 20 or so meteorites that have ome from Mars. These ro ks were delivered to Earth following eje tion from the martian surfa e by impa ts; their martian origin is on rmed by the
presen e of martian atmosphere trapped within the ro ks.
Study of minerals within martian meteorites has revealed
how mu h Mars' atmosphere has hanged sin e the planet
formed, and how mu h water has owed a ross the planet's
surfa e. Re ognition that Mars was on e warmer and wetter than it is today has stimulated studies into the potential
existen e (extin t or extant) of life on Mars, and whether
there is any eviden e for extraterrestrial life within martian
meteorites.
In 1996, a team of s ientists based in the U.S. des ribed
tiny features within arbonate pat hes in the ALH 84001
martian meteorite, and laimed to have found eviden e for
primitive fossilised martian ba teria. Identi ation of the
features remains ontroversial; sin e mu h of the eviden e is
ir umstantial and relies on the oin iden e between a number of otherwise unrelated hara teristi s of the meteorite
(the o urren e of arbonates, organi ompounds and magnetite asso iated with the arbonates). The most ompelling
observation, though not the most ompelling s ienti eviden e, was an ele tron mi ros opi image of a 'mi rofossil'.
Even so, it is possible that the obje t was produ ed by fossilisation of a terrestrial ba terium during the meteorites'
time in Antar ti a. Given that the potential for terrestrial
ontamination of martian meteorites will always remain, the
only way in whi h there an be an answer to the question
of whether or not there is (or has been) life on Mars is to
analyse ro ks and soil in situ on Mars.

Moni a M. Grady
Astronomy as an Environmental s ien e

I present arguments in favour of the environmental nature of
Astronomy. I examine brie y the mutual intera tion of man
and the near-Earth spa e environment. Finally, I express
my personal agony, as an astronomer, on erning the really
serious, dangerous and perplexing problem of the preservation of the nearby spa e environment for Astronomy and for
future generations.

Pra ti ally, the notion Environment is identi ed with simply
the subatmospheri environment of our Earth. However, it
is hardly denied anymore that mankind's a tivities in spa e
during the last 45 years for e us to extend the notion of environment, so as to in lude in it also the overatmospheri environment, generally the Earth's astronomi al environment
and more spe i ally the near-Earth spa e. I shall try to
emphasize that the astronomi al environment, nearby and
distant, is losely related to everyday life not only of astronomers but of all itizens. I onsider su h an e ort ne essary, be ause the astronomi al-astrophysi al hara ter of
the term Environment is not properly emphasized, at least in
the way and to the extent this has been done, very su essfully, indeed, with our atmospheri and subatmospheri environment from many di erent aspe ts. Additionally, I am
onvin ed that the environmental s ien es should not and
an not be onsidered independently of the broader s ienti
area of Astronomy and Astrophysi s, and this overlapping
of environmental and astronomi al s ien es, of interest to
both of them, should be adequately taken into a ount in
spe ifying our future s ienti priorities in general.
Astronomy depends almost entirely on data oming from
the Earth's astronomi al environmental. There is nothing
to "tou h", so to say, and so Astronomy is a typi al environmental s ien e as regards its relation to everyday life, its
roots, its resear h methods, and its areas of resear h. I reall the rst osmologi al ideas and the geo entri system
of the osmos with the epi y les, as a powerful tool of des ribing the heavens, a ording to whi h the entre of the
osmos was the Earth. And we should always remember
that it was Aristar hus of Samos, not Coperni us, who originally proposed the orre t system of the osmos, namely,

Summary

Two ase studies have been dis ussed: interstellar grains
and astrobiology. In ea h instan e, di erent ommunities
of s ientists have worked together to a hieve a better understanding of parti ular problems. Resear h proje ts seem
to be be oming more multi- or inter-dis iplinary in nature,
with s ientists both more aware of advan es in elds outside
their own, and re ognising that te hniques and instrumentation developed in other dis iplines might be applied to
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the helio entri system.
Also, I re all the various types and uses of arti ial satellites,
in geostationary orbits or not, with or without nu lear generators on board, and their appli ations. Everyone knows
of Communi ation Satellites and satellite TV; Meteorogial Satellites and weather fore asting as an ne essary ingredient of our everyday life; Remote-sensing Satellites with
their many appli ations (e.g. lo alization of new sour es of
oil, water and ore; the predi tion about rops by ontinuous
surveying of an area; the open-sea shing; the uring of diseases of forest trees by as ertaining the olour di eren es in
di erent parts of a forest, and even the ability to perform
ar haeologi al ex avations from spa e); S ienti Satellites
(e.g. the Hubble Spa e Teles ope-HST, the Cosmi Ba kground Explorer-COBE, the Compton Satellite); and Military Satellites whose real number is unknown. And we must
not forget that progress in the use of arti ial satellites and
spa eships has not been without a idents and loss of life,
e.g. as with the Challenger spa eship.
The environmental nature of Astronomy is revealed, additionally, through many Position-Astronomy phenomena, of
interest to everyday life, su h as the apparent motions of
planets and other bodies due to the diurnal rotation of the
earth, and espe ially the rising and setting of the Sun, more
or less regulating life on Earth, as well as the phenomena of
astronomi al di ra tion, diurnal and stellar parallax, astronomi al aberration, horizon depth, twilight, e lipses and so
forth. Also, the pre ession and espe ially the mutation of
the axis of the osmos with respe t to the axis of the e lipti an be responsible for severe limate hanges on Earth,
e.g. for the phenomenon of gla iers. Moreover, of parti ular
importan e is the motion of small-mass obje ts, e.g. asteroids, omets, and meteors, whi h are the almost-un hanged
fossils of the primordial solar nebula. These obje ts, devoid
of atmospheres, are lues to the history of the Solar System,
in ontrast to the fa t that atmospheri erosion wipes out
all the initial details on the Earth's surfa e. So the study
of e.g. an asteroid, might yield information on erning the
initial stages in the formation of the Solar System. Who,
anyway, does not remember NEAR-Shoemaker spa e raft?
However, we should not forget the potential dangers from a
Skylab- or Mir-type type destru tion, or from a Chernobyltype event oming from the heavens, or from the ollision of
an asteroid with Earth.
Nearby-spa e phenomena of interest to Astronomy and everyday life in lude the produ tion and ow of solar energy, the solar and planetary magnetospheres and magneti
elds, the planetary atmospheres ( omposition, formation,
albedo), the greenhouse e e t, the planets' environments
(ionospheres, magneti elds, "Van Allen" belts), the tree
trunks as re ords of variable solar a tivity and as indi ators
of the solar-terrestrial relationship, the Earth's energy balan e ( limate, greenhouse e e t), the phenomena of tides,
the solar wind, the solar ares and their relation to ommuni ations, the e e ts and importan e of solar and planetary
parti le and ele tromagneti radiations, the intera tion of
solar wind with Earth and planetary atmospheres, the spa e
weather, the Van-Allen belts and the spa e travels et .

I now ome to the important question of the in uen e of
man on the nearby spa e environment as well as its onsequen es generally, and (primarily) from the viewpoint of
an astronomer. In nearly 45 years of spa e a tivities, sin e
the ight of Sputnik 1 on 4 O tober 1957, more than 3,400
missions have rea hed Earth orbit or beyond. The onsequen es of this a tivity have left more than 8000 satellites
in near-Earth spa e whi h are tra eable by terrestrial sensors, and the number is growing at a rate of 200 additional
pie es per year. From this population only approximately
5% ( 400 obje ts) represent spa e raft whi h ontinue to
provide useful servi es. A small fra tion (<1%) of atalogued
satellites possess radioa tive materials, whi h raise spe ial
long-term issues. The a tual number of man-made obje ts
orbiting the Earth, in luding obje ts as small as 1 m in diameter, is estimated to be several times the oÆ ial ount.
Parti les inje ted into near-Earth spa e are trapped by the
Earth's gravitational and magneti elds, and they be ome
hazards to spa e raft until they are removed by intera tion
with Earth's upper atmosphere. Eventually these parti les
will ollide with enough air mole ules to slow them down,
go into de aying orbits, and reenter the atmosphere.
The most important environmental threats asso iated with
human a tivities in spa e are on the one hand spa e debris
and the onsequen es of using o ensive weapons in spa e,
and on the other hand the light pollution aused by orbital
a tivities in luding radio interferen e and harged parti les
from spa e rea tors a e ting -ray s ien e. It is rather frightening that, at any moment, at a height of 2,000 km from the
Earth's surfa e, the mass of the man-made debris is 15,000
times larger than the natural meteoroidal mass. As a result,
a large satellite, su h as HST or ISS, has a han e of at least
1% per year of failure due to a ollision, and, most important, the amount of small debris is doubling roughly every
de ade. Moreover, o ensive weapons in spa e ould pose
perhaps the nastiest threat to satellites in low-Earth orbits.
On the other hand, light pollution in/from orbit is equally
dangerous both in the opti al and radio frequen ies, and so
it in reasingly threatens both ground-based and spa e-born
Astronomy. In the opti al frequen ies, the main problem
is bright satellites, whose number has in reased by a fa tor of at least 3 sin e 1970, while, at the same time, the
sensitivity of astronomi al dete tors has in reased by more
than a fa tor of 10. As a onsequen e, wide- eld teles ope
exposures are ontaminated by satellite tra ks. The main
spa e-environment problem for Radio Astronomy is un ltered sideband radio emissions from networks of satellites,
and it appears to be inevitable that most of the radio window will in reasingly fog over, with onsequen ies on even
the SETI program. But also -ray Astronomy, done from
satellites or high-allitude balloons, is seriously a e ted by
unshielded nu lear rea tors in satellites interfering with observations from them. It is not widely known, that the geomagneti ally trapped ele trons and positrons, in some ases,
are produ ed in su h rea tors at a rate of 1013/se and, as
a result, they have aused serious interferen e with -ray Astronomy.
Finally, the arti ial obje ts in the near-Earth environment
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may, through random ollisions, produ e a as ading number of debris fragments, and fragmentation of this debris by
further ollisions ould eventually produ e enough dust, to
ause, as illuminated by the Sun's light, a new and parti ularly unpleasant sort of light pollution.
It be omes therefore transparent, that near-Earth spa e, at
great risk from human a tivities, is in great need for prote tion by s ientists and humanity. After all, spa e is the most
fragile environment that exists, be ause it has the least ability to repair itself. S ientists should be espe ially on erned,
both be ause they pla e so many s ienti instruments in
near-Earth spa e, and also be ause they are in a unique position to foresee the problems human a tivities are ausing,
of whi h others are unaware, and to propose measures to
mitigate or avoid them. Their dual role is to in rease the understanding of relevant basi s ien e, and to de ne and advoate needed poli ies. A ode of a eptable behaviour should
state that e.g. nothing should be laun hed into spa e unless
it ful lls ertain basi requirements to prote t the spa e environment. We must remember that near-Earth spa e is a desirable lo ation for astronomi al instruments, some of whi h
are really of great importan e. So unne essary laun hes of
obje ts that will produ e or themselves be ome long-lived
spa e debris are far worse than o ean dumping, and should
be prohibited by international agreement.
Up to now, the range of adverse environmental impa ts on
and threats to Astronomy appear to be very large: ele tromagneti pollution, in reasing ground vibration, in reasing
dumping of heat and parti les in the atmosphere, a umulation of heavy mole ules in the stratosphere, in reasing highaltitude loudiness, growing amounts of spa e debris, uses of
spa e in luding in reased provision for mass ommuni ation,
solar-power transmission and advertising from spa e, and
pollution of the nearby solar system with terrestrial matter.
The a tivities of mankind are ontributing to a relentless
growth of all su h adverse impa ts. Our te hnologi al ivilization is produ ing extremely sensitive dete tors, while, at
the same time, ausing growing degradation of observation
onditions. Hen e Astronomy is exposed to all the above
adverse impa ts, being a s ien e devoted to the dete tion of
the weakest of signals in an environment naturally hostile to
su h endeavours. It is unfortunate that Astronomy appears
to enjoy no prote tion in law or by onvention against the
onsequen es of su h degradation of observation onditions.
The situation is so severe that, a ording to some s enarios,
ertain types of astronomi al observations may well be ompromised irretrievably. That su h s enarios are not tion is
deeply dis ouraging. A very hara teristi example of su h a
s enario is the Russian experiment Znamya 2.5, whi h failed
and for whi h there has been a proper rea tion by the IAU.
In view of all the above, international onventions on the
prote tion of astronomi al s ien e and a tions are urgently
needed against threats to Astronomy on the time-s ale of
years rather than the de ades more usual to rea h su h
agreements. Otherwise in our ombative, de-regulated, ommer ial world, the interests of Astronomy ould be easily
swept aside, and rampant pro t ould overwhelm astronomi al s ien e. We need to arrive at a satisfa tory ompromise

with a te hnologi al ivilization in whi h its bene ts ontinue to be enjoyed, but where it is also re ognized that
the astronomi al s ien e must have its prote tion. Sin e
national politi al leaders usually take a short-range view,
hardly ever stret hing past the next hange of government,
and astronomers measure time in millions or ever billions of
years, we must help to edu ate the general publi to think
with at least an intermediate perspe tive of enturies and
millenia about the environment degradation that our inreasingly powerful te hnology is ausing on and near our
beautiful but fragile planet - the only one like it that we
know in the entire universe. Su h a ne essity is enhan ed
by the widespread ignoran e within the ommunity of astronomi al matters.
Astronomy, therefore, must pay generous attention to publi edu ation in astronomi al matters and to reating publi
support for the survival of astronomi al s ien e as a vigorous ontributor to mankind's knowledge of the Universe and
the osmi environment and history of our planet. This beomes even more ne essary, sin e the most important virtue
that people in this world desperately need today is edu ation, and sin e it is lear that a tions without knowledge are
often misguided and sometimes disastrous. After all, edu ation in s ien e and te hnology o ers the only safe pathway
for so iety to a happy, pea eful and omfortable existen e,
and it must be supported, as it is experien ing a rapid deline around the world in almost all areas of study.
In the long (astronomi al) perspe tive every so iety on
Earth will, most probably, be endangered by some kind of
impa t from spa e. So every surviving ivilization is obliged
to be ome spa e faring-not be ause of exploratory or romanti zeal, but for the most pra ti al reason imaginable:
staying alive. We must keep our planet and its spa e environment habitable not on a leisurely times ale of enturies
or millennia, but urgently, on a times ale of de ades or even
years. Naturally it will require hanges in government, industry, ethi s, legislation and e onomi s. We have never
done su h a thing before, ertainly not on a global s ale. It
may prove be too diÆ ult for us, be ause dangerous te hnologies may be too widespread, orruption may be too pervasive, and too many leaders may be fo used on the short
term rather than the long. There are too many quarrelling
ethni groups, nation-states, and ideologies for the right kind
of global hange to be instituted. We may be too foolish even
to per eive what the real dangers are, or that mu h of what
we hear about them is determined by those with a vested interest in minimizing fundamental hanges. We must realize
that the newly-re ognized dangers threaten all of us equally,
and no one an say how it will turn out down here on Earth
or up there in our spa e.
In on lusion, Astronomy is a typi al environmental s ien e,
and the issue of adverse environmental impa ts on Astronomy and our planet Earth a e ts us all dire tly both as
astronomers and as itizens. If we do not strive to understand the Universe, we may well not understand the nature
and evolution of the Earth. To lose the osmi perspe tive,
however, would be a ultural, and perhaps an environmental disaster. We, as astronomers, may feel that this is obvi-
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ous. However, we need to onvin e the publi of this thesis.
We need too to be reative in rea hing a balan e in so iety, where te hnologi al bene t and Astronomy have both
their a knowledged pla es. This will not be easy to a hieve.
It will ost our s ien e to quantify adverse impa t and to
seek ways to minimize adverse impa ts. It is all too easy to
hope the problem will go away. However, failure to grasp
the nettle now may lead to the extin tion of Astronomy as
a worthwhile and vigorous s ien e, a s ien e with a long history in the annals and ulture of mankind.
Being an optimist by nature, I prefer to hope that, given
the reative inspiration that has driven the best astronomi al endeavours over the millennia, su h a hallenge an be
met!!!

IAU Working Group. An Information Letter of the Balkan
Astronomy (ILBA) managed by Vladan Celebonovi (v elebonovi sezampro.yu) will be published in the web.
We believe that the S-E European astronomy will be a real
a tive omponent of the European one and together we shall
be able to ontribute to the progress of the international astronomy at the dawn of the new millennium. Of ourse,
everyone is free to join us.
Magda Stavins hi and Mil ho Tsvetkov

Solar resear hes in South-Eastern

Ni holas K. Spyrou

European Countries:
Present and Perspe tives

The EAS Affiliated So ieties

The rst international seminar of the South-Eastern
Bran h of the European Astronomi al So iety was held in
Bu harest, from 24 to 28 April 2001.

South-East Bran h of EAS

The rst seminar of this kind was dedi ated to solar resear hes. It bene ted by a larger parti ipation than the one
envisaged, not only of resear hers from the member ountries, but also of some olleagues from Azerbaijan, Fran e,
Italy, and Russia. It is worth mentioning the presen e of
Brigitte S hmieder, President of JOSO, an international
body of solar resear hes, and of Mauro Messerotti, President of the JOSO Working Group "The Coordination of the
Database and of the Pro essing Methods".

Between 25 and 29 September 2000, astronomers from
Bulgaria, Gree e, FYR of Ma edonia, Romania, Ukraine
and Yugoslavia, gathered in Belograd hik (Bulgaria) for a
Balkan Meeting of Young Astronomers
(http://www.astro.bas.bg/aobel/news.html).

We have dis ussed many topi s of ommon interest for the
astronomy of this part of Europe. At the same time, we
dis ussed spe i problems, raised due to our spe ial nanial situation. This has the same onsequen es for all of us:
la k of s ienti journals and books, diÆ ulties to travel,
ontinuously de reasing number of young astronomers, et .
We suppose that it would be easier for us to organize from
time to time some meetings in this part of Europe (it is not
so expensive to ross only one border of a neighbor ountry). Together it would be easier to nd international funds
to develop astronomy in our ountries. We have the same
elestial area to observe, so we ould follow some ommon
astronomi al programs. We even have a ommon history
of our s ien e. As the European Astronomi al So iety was
founded in 1990 to join together astronomers from western
and eastern ountries, astronomers of the developed ountries and astronomers of the former ommunist ountries we
suppose that one way to push faster and better the European
astronomy is the organization of a group of the south-east
ountries of Europe, whi h ould a t as a part of the EAS.

The Seminar was dedi ated to the memory of Prof. Vladimir
Nikolov Dermendjiev (1943 - 2001), the initiator and oordinator of the solar resear hes in Bulgaria, who passed away
on 5 January 2001.
Both the ontributions and the debates whi h followed were
very lively, not only due to their high s ienti level, but espe ially due to the topi s approa hed, as we are just in the
maximum a tivity phase of the urrent solar y le and, between two total solar e lipses (the last e lipse of the se ond
millennium, the one of 11 August, 1999 and the rst one of
the third millennium, that of 21 June, 2001).
The invited le tures presented the solar resear hes in Bulgaria, Gree e, Romania, Ukraine, and Yugoslavia, emphasizing the ompetitive results and the plans of future resear hes.

The group would organize some joint meetings (general or
on spe ial topi s), a web page with spe i information on
the astronomy in this part of Europe. This organization
might assure some ex hanges between astronomers of neighbor ountries. It ould ontribute to in rease the edu ational level of the young astronomers in this part of Europe.
This group (whi h ould be named South-East Bran h of
the EAS) will periodi ally report to EAS its progress and
will ask advi e and possibly support (not only nan ial, but
s ienti , too). It would a t like an IAU Commission or an

The ontributed papers were also entered on urrent topi s of solar resear h from ea h parti ipant ountry. Thus,
papers on the y li variation of the solar a tivity, solar
magneti elds, solar prominen es, oronal mass eje tions,
sympatheti ares, and the importan e of spe tros opi resear hes for solar physi s were presented. Resear hes on the
solar wind and some geophysi al e e ts of the solar phenomena were also dis ussed.
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s ien e ever. Let me rush to odd, and justi ably so !
He hanged our view of the world and opend the way
for understanding the internal world of the Universe
as a whole. So, any end eavour to explain the theory
of Relativity is as an admirable noble ause, as a very
diÆ ult task be ause of the lots of mis on eptions out
there of what is all about. G. Ellis and R. Williams two
seasoned and wellknown Relativists, have done a super
job in su eeding to present "just the fa ts" and at the
same time make their book a pleasure to read, even for
motivated, non- expe ts. They have su eeded in hitting their target(s), as explained in the prefa e(s) and
the Introdu tion, i.e. to rea h a wider, than usually
expe ted, audien e, by writing in a simple, lear, understandable, straightforward manner, avoiding unne essary jargon and ompli ated mathemati s. Anyone
with the ba kround of a good high s hool's math and
physi s should be able to grasp all the best fa ts of relativity, spe ial and general and understand what is all
about in an non-arti ial way. The sele tion of topi s, is
a "round up of the usual suspe ts" but present in su h a
emphati ally glomarate way, assisted by the abundant
and very lear illustrations, that one gets a fresh view
of the whole subje t. The exer ises and the appendi es,
not only help the "daring souls" to he k their in-depth
understanding, but it makes the book an ex ellent ase
for a basi undergraduate physi s ourse on the subje t. While as I stressed above, this is an ex ellent,
basi treatise of relativity, I have spotted a few things
that, in my opinion, deserve some more dis ussion and
better standing, than they have in the present volume.
In se tion 5.12, "Alternative Theories and approa hes",
varying k, Quantum gravity, Broken symmetries, Regge
Cal ulus, get almost event treatment. Let me pi k up
Quantum gravity, why is it under the above heading?
Quantum gravity ompletes. General Relativity, I think
thus is not an alternative. I understand that for many
relativity Quantum gravity is a nuisan e but for the rest
of us, is where the real ra k of the whole matter is to
be found. Maybe Quantum gravity in luding string or
M-theory deserves of bit better.

The most interesting resear h proje ts, on erning the intense study of the solar energeti phenomena, will be submitted in the immediate period to the spe ialized European
and world s ienti bodies to be analyzed, so that they may
nally enter the international ir uit of solar resear hes and
probably bene t by nan ing.
Magda Stavins hi and Georgeta Maris

A Letter
Dear EAS members,
The Resear h So iety in Valjevo (Yugoslavia) has been
working for 31 years now. Within the So iety the Department of Astronomy operates and I am the Head of
it. Members are young people at the rst pla e. Our
program on erns both edu ational and pra ti al work.
The edu ational part onsists of le tures for members
and itizens. Additionaly we observe meteors, variable
stars, Sun, planets, Deep sky obje ts, do astrophotography and ethnoastronomy - that is the pra ti al part.
Our work is respe ted in Yugoslavia but also abroad.
The best testimony of this is that our results have been
published in s ienti magazines. Our work is the result of our good will and interest for s ien e. We are
all volunteers. During the atta k against our ountry,
Valjevo has been very damaged and our So iety as well.
Lot of books, photos, CDs, negatives and posters were
destroyed. We are looking forward to re eiving your
HELP. Help for young enthousiasti people who want to
do resear h and learn.We would be grateful if you ould
provide us with some equipment like: books, magazines,
posters, photos, negatives, et . Your minimal help will
mean a lot to us. We are thankful to you in advan e.
Yours faithfully,
Mr Nikola Bozi
Head Department of Astronomy
Oslobodio i Valjeva 29/4, 14000 Valjevo,
Yugoslavia

In Se tion 7.4 under the heading. "New Observational
data" while ontaining a lot of useful information in
this, indeed, fast pa ing eld of Astronomy, it somehow belittles to my opinion, the importan e of the
High-Z Astronomy with its remarkable dis overy that
we are living in an a elerating universe, fuelled by
some, unknown till now "Dark Energy". A rather dramati dis overy even if we obviously need more date.
Furthermore, it is rather unfortunate the fa t, probably be ame of bad timing, that the spe ta ular results
of BOOMERANGS and MAXIMA on Cosmi Ba kground radiation anisotropy have not been in luded,

Book Reviews
Flat and Curved Spa e-Times,
by G. Ellis and R. Williams,
2001 (Oxford Press, 2nd Edit.)
Relativity about one hundred years after its on eption
seems to keep unweary its spell over experts as well
as the general publi . Einstein's persona mixed with
his genious produ ed an unparallel event in the whole
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while now make Fig. 7.19 makes ompletely obsolete.
A tually, a ombination of the results of high-Z Astronomy with that of BOOMERANG/MAXIMA not
only are ompliment with ea h other but learly support the idea of in ationary universe, that, admittedly
gets the old shoulder by the authors. In any, ase, my
last remarks are there in order to indi ate that small
hanges, in the next edition (?), may make this book a
perfe t ompanion, to anyone who is interested in the
basi question "what is all about?" The authors should
be very happy with their end produ t and they should
know that their hope, as expressed in the end of their
2000 prefa e, has been more than ful lled. Their book
is indeed enlightening.

Parti ularly at this point, I think it has been a wise
hoi e to present the same or similar topi s under various approa hes and from di erent writers, so that a
subje t is overed in su h a way as to be informative
and of a high standard at the same time. The en ylopedia is a must for all astronomy libraries be ause
it is an ex ellent referen e book for students of all levels. It is de nitively omplete, embra ing the totality
of our knowledge gained and synthesized over the ages,
with an ex ellent omplementary sele tion of arti les
from all relevant s ien es su h as art, philosophy, general information and strategy. Although most of what
is ontained in the printed version will have enduring
value, the requirement of being longlasting is ingeniously fa ed through the ombination of the modern
on-line fa ilities of our times. I nd it is a great advantage to know that all the text will be under ontinuous
revision in a ord with the old philosophi al message
of So rates "I grow up ontinuously edu ating myself".
We are not talking of a revised edition but of a book following new and fresh knowledge the moment it appears.
This a novelty indeed!!

D.V. Nanopoulos

En y lopedia of Astronomy and Astrophysi s
P. Murdin (editor-in- hief), 2001,
Nature Publishing Group & the Institute of
Physi s Publishing

Coming to more spe i
omments, I have to say that
the arti les retain their individual styles and onventions. This variety is not a fault but imparts an informal
avour to the en y lopedia, whi h makes it a more interesting olle tion of personal perspe tives on the most
hallenging topi s.

A Totally new approa h for a omplete guide
to astronomi al knowledge through ages.
Astronomy is a fas inating subje t for many people with
a very wide range of interests and professions. The attra tion is our uriosity to understand the reation of
the Universe and of human beings, the beauty of elestial obje ts, our future and maybe all these together.
Regardless of what exa tly is the motive, a steadily inreasing interest in astronomy must be re ognised. It
is also true that hanges in astronomy during the last
de ades due to a series of dis overies have left most referen e books ompletely out of date. Other dis iplines
losely or marginally related to astronomy are fast developing and s ientists need to open their minds to fresh
information from broader areas of s ien e. The era of
very narrow spe ialization is oming to an end.

However, this is a disadvantage when we ompare the

referen e lists where some authors (fortunately very
few) give no referen es at all and others have a list with
omments adding a really valuable guide to information on the subje t. I hope all arti les, when revised,
will in lude this useful style of bibliography.

The alphabeti al order of many of the entries in the
index is sometimes surprising and at rst sight one nds
subje ts not well overed. However, the index is really
ex ellent and lots of supplementary information an be
found under other, sometimes unexpe ted titles.

Therefore an en y lopedia of astronomy must posess
the above features, i.e. be a urate, omplete and

Small entries like "in lination", "di erential rotation"
la k a omplete de nition. They refer to our solar
system only and do not give the relevant de nition
on gala ti astronomy for example, although these are
mentioned in the spe i arti les. So, in the short entry
a few words should be added, otherwise the de nition
of the term is misleading.

longlasting, have a broad s ienti
overage and
be appealing to a broad range of readers. I be-

lieve that the internationally eminent advisory board
under the editor-in- hief P. Murdin guarantees its quality and the required a ura y all the way through.
To be aimed at s ientist and layman alike is a hieved
through a variety of arti les and styles, with lear explanatory diagrams,illustrated with appropriate photographs, most of them with relevant equations, meti ulously edited to ensure that they will appeal to a wide
range of readers.

I found a very good overage with ne arti les on topi s
with histori al philosophi al and more general interest
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su h as Astrology, Art & Literature and Information in
Astronomy. The arti le on the Anthropi Prin iple, being of broad interest as well, is approa hed in a ne way
by its author. It is obvious that an ex ellent job is done
on solar physi s and our planetary system - an exhaustive overage with ex ellent arti les, whi h I believe is
ne essary. For professional astrophysi ists it would be
too mu h, but from my experien e as a tea her, students are equally interested in our nearby environment
as in osmology.

set of edu ational material that should not be missing
from any University and Resear h Institute, not only
those with a dire t astronomi al interest but any with
a broader s ienti orientation. The on-line version
would make students delighted when navigated through
its pages.
To summarise, I have to say that the editorial board
has su eeded in reating a referen e work of the highest s ienti standard and of lasting value whi h is both
a hallenge and a pleasure to read. I also like to praise
the 24 hour free a ess to the on-line edition, that is offered by the publishers to all those, who want to explore
and have a qui k look at it.

I think the on-line version will be the keynote part of
this en y lopedia. Considering that osmology is the
fastest developing bran h of astronomy, not just in its
details as for other subje ts but in its prin iples as well,
the editors should really prove the valuable ontribution
of the on-line edition with fast updating on osmologi al
issues.

The publishers Nature Publishing Group and the Institute of Physi s Publishing are also to be ongratulated
for being bold enough to reate su h an ambitious en ylopedia that is state of the art in the publishing world.
Finally the 24 free trial for individuals is extremely useful and a novel feature to be praised.

The en y lopedia forms a omplete sour e of information on the subje ts of Exoplanets and Life in the Universe whi h are very interesting no doubt to a very wide
range of readers. Stellar & solar system magnetism is
treated at all levels and detail with very lear illustrations and enough physi s and mathemati s to allow the
en y lopedia to serve as a text book to University students.

Mary Kontizas

Stellar Magnetism, by Leon Mestel
International Series of Monographs on Physi s 99,
OUP Oxford 1999.

The general entry on software in astronomy is an exellent idea, nely treated, but I would like it to be
ompleted with the advan ement of theoreti al odes
and simulations.

This is a surprising book. It is a Tome { six hundred
and thirty-six pages, bound in Oxford's dark blue, written by one of the masters of its subje t: and yet la ed
with sparkling lightness of tou h (things we don't know
about star formation, for example). It is by a theorist,
and yet the introdu tion on entrates on observational
issues. The early hapters roll out a standard development of MHD, yet reading between the mathemati al
lines one dis overs a wonderful physi al intuition whi h
leavens the exposition into something new. The subje t, Stellar Magnetism, is monolithi , and yet at rst
sight the book appears to be a set of separate subje t
reviews.

The general topi of distan es is adequately represented
in a few arti les. I only found that the index in the entry
on distan e determinations should point to page 3885
(on Universal Distan e S ale) instead of a small paragraph in page 3485.
Spe trographs and Spe tros opy and all arti les on photometry are omplete and very well written. Stellar
parameters and me hanisms are very good and when
mat hed with the solar ones make a omplete referen e
guide on the subje t. Ex ellent hoi e of sele tion of
these arti les.

It took this reviewer a little time to see the deep perspe tive built seamlessly into this ex ellent treatise.
Ea h part is built on and explores issues previously
learly introdu ed, so that at the end { although there's
no need to read this book as a novel { the big pi ture
of magnetism at work in the Universe (and not just in
stars) emerges.

The small series of arti les on spa e instrumentation
seems to me to be weak; a better overage is needed,
onsidering the enormous interest in spa e astrophysi s
these days. I should like to see a better and more detailed arti le on sundials.
In on lusion, I must say how important and diÆ ult
the produ tion of this en y lopedia has been. Paul
Murdin and the editorial board have reated a valuable

In detail: in hapter 2 the physi s of MHD is developed,
and then applied to waves, instabilities, onve tion and
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ux tubes in the following two hapters. Next magnetized star dynami s, dynamos and magneti braking
are expounded, before more empiri al hapters treat
magneti behaviour in late- and early-type stars. In
these hapters the initially dis on erting blend of observation and theory illuminates the subje t, removing
ompletely the arti ial division between observer and
theorist, and leaves a mu h learer view of the s ien e of
this subje t. Next, star formation is given two hapters,
in whi h the lassi al results are expounded beautifully
(and in several ases by their author), and the urrent
un ertainties (e.g. is the magneti eld responsible for
the form of the initial mass fun tion?) are learly analysed.

In the nal year, students are expe ted to get some
training at one of several institutions: European Spa e
Agen y; Experimental Observatory of the University
of Madeira; Madeira Civil Engineering Laboratory;
several instrumentation ompanies in Portugal that already showed their interest. Furthermore, we are negotiating So rates ex hanges with European Universities.
Further details of the new Li en iatura (still only in
Portuguese), su h as syllabus/topi s, an be found at
http://www.uma.pt/Investiga ao/Astro/Curso/index.htm

Dr. Pedro Augusto
Head of Astronomy Group
Dep. Mathemati s
Universidade da Madeira
Portugal.
|||||||||||||||{

Finally the pulsar magnetosphere, the subje t of so
mu h of Mestel's work, is dealt with. Again, this hugely
omplex subje t is expertly subjugated. Only Solar
magnetism is given s ant attention, being left expli itly to other authors.

OFFER FOR THE EAS MEMBERS

Oxford University Press would like to o er you a 15%
dis ount on the two books by:
L. Mestel: $74.00 (normally $87.50)
and
G.Ellis and R. Williams : $19.50 (normally $23.50)
To order, please all our redit ard hotline quoting the
ode DGELL01
Tel: +44 (01)536 454534, Fax: +44 (0)1536 454518
Dis ount is valid in both printed and Ele troni Version.

A parti ular feature of this book { aside from the essential thread of physi al intuition by whi h we are guided
through the labyrinth { is that throughout, at signi ant jun tures, there are introdu tions and summaries
to guide us, appendi es to deal with detailed results (it
an be shown's are onspi uously rare), and referen e
lists, whi h while not overwhelming, are guides to the
heart of the resear h in ea h se tion.
There is still an enormous amount to be learned about
magneti elds in the Universe. This book is going to
be a lassi , and will be used as an inspiring guide in
the sear h.

European Astronomi al So iety
P.O. Box 82, CH-1213 Petit-Lan y 2, Switzerland

Peter W.J.L. Brand

http://www.iap.fr/eas/index.html

President: J-P. Zahn

Announ ements

Vi e-Presidents: A. Cherepash huk, F. San hez
Se retary: J. Krautter

Astronomi al Instrumentation
New degree in University of Madeira, Portugal

Treasurer: B. Nordstrom
Coun illors: M. Kontizas, M. Longair,
M. Perryman, P. Shaver,

A new ve-year ourse (Li en iatura) will start during the a ademi year of 2001/2 at the University of
Madeira, Portugal. Entitled "Li . in Instrumental
and Ele troni Engineering (Astronomy bran h)", it
will be the rst degree of its kind reated in Portugal
on this topi and the se ond one within the general
area of Astronomy. The Tuition fees in Portugal are
xed at about 300 Euro/year. The expe ted number
of students to enrol in the rst year is 15. We are
hoping to get some external funding for studentships.

M. Stavins hi

Newsletter Editor: M. Kontizas,
Institute of Astronomy and
Astrophysi s
National Observatory of
Athens, P.O. BOX 20048,
118 10 Athens, Gree e

mkontiza .uoa.gr
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